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The geographical ranges and spatial extent of outl>rcaksof ha-bivorous insect species are likely to shift with climatic
change. We investigate potential changes in spatial distl-ibutionof outbreaks of the westeln spruce budworm,
Choristoneura occideiitalis Freeman, in Oregon and the gypsy moth, Lyi,ranti-ia dspar (L.), in Pennsylvania using
maps of historical defoliation, climate, and forest composition in a geographic infolmation system. Maps of
defoliation frequency were assembled using historical aerial reconnaissance data. Maps of monthly means of daily
temperature maxima and minima and of monthly pl-ecipitation a~rel-agedover 30 years were developed using an
interpolation technique. All maps were at a spatial resolution of 2 x 2 km. Relationships between defoliation status
and the environmental variables were modclcd using a linear discriminant function. Five climatic change scenarios
were investigated: an increase of 2 "C, a 2 "C incl-casc\vith an increase of 0.5 mm per day in precipitation, a 2 "C
increase with an equivalent decrease in pl-ucipitation,and cquilihl-iumpl-ejections of temperature and precipitation by
two general circulation models (GCMs) at douhlcd CC), Ic\,cls.
With an increase in tempel-atur-ealone, the projected dcfollatcd area decreased relative to ambient conditions for the
budworm and increased slightly for the a p s y moth. Wlth an Increase In temperature and precipitation, the
defoliated area increased for both specles. Convel-scly,the dcf'ollated area decreased for both when temperature
increased and precipitation decreased. Iiesul ts for the GCM scunanos contrasted sharply. Using the scenario
projected by the Geophysical Fluids Dynamlcs 1,aboratol~(GFDL) GCM, defoliation by budworm was projected to
cover Oregon completely, whereas no defollat~on\\!as pl-o~cctcdby gypsy moth in Pennsylvania. Under the scenario
projected by the Goddasd Institute for Space Studies (GISS) GCM, dcfoliat~ondisappeared completely for the
budworm and slightly exceeded that under amblcnt condltlons for the u p s y moth. The results are discussed in
terms of potential changes in forest specles composition
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